
Bronze becomes life
Flying across the ivory sands of the Egyptian desert on the back of a magnificent Arabian stallion with the Pyramids 
of Giza silhouetted against the radiant glow of dawn, experiencing the excitement of the Moroccan Fantasia at the 
royal stables as a guest of King Hassan II, marveling at the beautiful Fountains of Rome and classic sculptures of 
Michelangelo in the Vatican – that is what dreams are made of!

Judy & Kim Nordquist
the mother-daughter team has travelled the world researching the history and culture of the Arabian horse. Through 
their travels, they have found inspiration for many of their elegant sculptures. Their Collectors Limited Bronze 
Sculptures reflect the classic style of the 19th century French school of sculpture, “Les Animaliers”, and range in size 
from miniature to Life-Size. Their lifelong passion for horses has resulted in sculptures with realism and character 
that seem to come to life!

Judy and Kim’s bronzes are collected internationally and the list of people who commission and collect their work reads like an 
international Who’s Who of Arabian horse enthusiasts.

• BRONZE SCULPTURE •
by Judy & Kim Nordquist
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“Desert Mirage” Life-size Bronze,
Steve & Christina Poore, Orrion Farms, AZ
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“Legends of the Sand”
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“Elegance”

“The Talisman”

“Desert Heritage”
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“Judy – my friend, Somehow you have 

magically caught the essence of Turismo in a 

fleeting moment of time. 

His beauty and joy of life is forever preserved 

in this incredible bronze. Thank you and your 

daughter, Kim, for sharing with me your talent 

and your love of The Arabian Horse. I will 

cherish Turismo’s reflection always!”

Sincerely, Merrilee Lyons

TURISMO
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Where the magic 
happens 

Judy and Kim live in the Arizona desert in the winter and in 
the Rocky Mountains in the summer. They enjoy spending 
time with their horses exploring the trails and National 
Forests near their home.

They share artwork as a creative outlet, uplifting and 
rejuvenating them, reminding them to step back and appreciate 
the beauty around them. 

They also find inspiration through their special treasure, 
Marshantay, the beautiful *Marwan Al Shaqab daughter out 
of the multi-champion mare, Maggdalina!
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“Exquisite Moment”

“Diva”

JUDY & KIM NORDQUIST 
Tel: 303.249.6168 • WhatsApp: +1303.249.6168 • email: kimnordquist@msn.com

• www.JKNordquist.com •
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